The contributions Christian ethicists make to debates in the public sphere depend on the approaches they take to this discipline, basing it on the Bible or the worshipping community, on virtue, on classical or revisionist Natural Law, on principled autonomy in a Christian framework, or on different feminist positions. The module will investigate these approaches in terms of their methods and basic concepts, and on how they relate to movements of philosophical thought and to other theological disciplines, such as biblical studies and hermeneutics. How they evaluate some concrete ethical issues and justify their positions will also be compared.

**Learning Outcomes:** On successful completion of this course, students will be able to:

- Recognise and illustrate with examples the typical uses of core ethical concepts in each School’s argumentation
- Analyse each approach regarding the relationship it proposes between faith and (practical) reason, biblical revelation and church community, theological ethics and the human sciences
- Relate the five theological ethical approaches studied to philosophical and theological anthropologies within the history of Western thinking
- Outline some transformations within this heritage arising from the interaction between philosophical and theological ethics
- Distinguish alternative positions in the philosophical debate on public reason and argue for their own view on the role of religion in civil society.

**Indicative Bibliography:**
- Harrington, Daniel/Keenan, James, *Jesus and Virtue Ethics* (Lanham, MD/Chicago: Sheed& Ward, 2002)

**Assessment:** One 3,000 word essay
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